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Iaww IN NAJDI ARABIC
The adverbial laww may occur as the first term of a construct or attached to

a

pronominal suffix. In this respect it resembles a genitive or a prepositional construct. Yet,
questions, e.g.
it is different in that it can stand alone, especially in answer to
"'vhen'
(cf,
go?
mita rãþat? taww:When did she
Just now, right this minute
mita tirúh? ha-l/¡in: When will she go? Right now). In a negative answer to a negative question, tr¡ww
takes an appropriate pronominal suffix.
ma jawT lq,tawwuhum.
Haven't they come? No, not yet (it is too early for that).
ma ntalat al-barúihT la,lawwah.
Hasn't the pool ñlled up? No, not yet (too much remains for that),
ma addan aQ-Qihir? Ia tawwuh.
Hasn't the call to the noonday-prayer been announced? No, not yet.

In answer to such negative questions taww and its pronominal suffix are used in
sÍune sense as the other adverbial exprcssion Ia, ila ha-l-þln: no, not till now.

the

In an affirmative statement, taww usually refers to an event which has taken place in the
immediate past and has just been completed soon or is still in progress.
tawwi iiftuh.
I

just saw him.

tav,winq niufuh.

We have just seen him.
tawwik iôyftth.
You (s.m.) have just seen him.

tawwiÍ minsadþih.
You (s.f.) have just lain down.
tawwukum minEfin.

You (p.m.) havc just come back.
tctwu,ikin mtiza'lãt.

You (p.f.) have just quarelled with one another.
tuwu'uh yif¡am.
He was just weaned.
tawwah mtijawwzih.
She has just got married.
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tawwuhum madhúhin.
They (m.) have just been killed.

tawwihin yta'a¡¡aran.
They (f.) had just put on some perfume.
In the above examples taww takes a pronominal suffix which agrees with and stands for
the implied subject. No pronominal suffix is added when the subject is explicitly expressed and comes immediately after taww.
taww al-bazir mafiúm.
The baby hasjust been weaned.
taww ar-rjõl dibbhaw.
The men had just been killed.
taww þinna niji.

We have just come.
However, if we were to shift the position of the subject in the above three examples or
delete it altogether, the pronominal suffix would appear again.
a l - bazi

r tawwuh

maf¡

lm.

tawwt¿hum dibbhaw.

nwwina niji hinna.
rù/hether the subjcct is expressed or implied, whether the action is expressed by a
participle or by a verb, and whether the verb is in the perfect or the imperfect, in all the
above examples there is the unmistakable sense that the cvent has just taken place and
might even be still in progress, This same notion of the immediate past can be expressed
by placing rn¿ immediately after taww.ln this case, taww takes no pronominal suffix
and the item followin E taww ma is a verb in the perfect tense.
taww ma lifêna.

We have just arived.
taww ma

íif.

I{e hasjust been seen.
taww nta gãntaw.
They have just got up.
[n these thrce cxantples, the ma of Mww ma bears some resemblance to ma in such
classical particles as þínama,'inclama, ha'dama, þalama, etc' and to such vernacular
particlcs as'ala ntu,'igib nw, gabil ma,eTc. Each of these particles is followed by a
verb in thc pcrfect. On the other hand, taww ma is different from these other particles in
that it is not possible to change the structure and still retain the same meaning by dropping
nta and changing the perfcct to a verbal noun. This suggests that the mo of laww' ma is
not a nominalizcr as in the case of thc other particles mentioncd.
If a pronorninal suffix is appended to taww in the th¡ee exnmples above, the
nreaning changes in two important lespects. First of all, nu would change automatically

to a negative particle, and consequently the advelbial would not relþr to the im¡nediatc
past but woulcl express a notion usually expressed in English by such adverbials as .rlil/,
yel, not yet. Examples:

taww in Najdi Arabic
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tawwina ma lifèna.
rr¡y'e

have not yet arrived.

tawwuhma iîf.
He has not yet been seen.
tawwuhumma gãmaw.
They have not yet got up.
Only in the apodosis of the conditional law would a verb following taww ma be in the
imperfect, with a subtle shift in the adverbial meaning, e.g.:
law bass awõjhuh EAn nww ma yi¡ib xã¡ri:
If I could just face him, only then would I feel really satisñed.
law ataraííaf rldah Eãn taww ma tabra jrúhi.
If I could sip her saliva, only then would my (love) wounds be cured.
When the verb or adjective modifying the object of taww signifies a durable quality
which extends over an appreciable period of time, the adverbial taww is used to indicate
that the duration is not yet over.

laww an-nima xa{ar.
The palm fruit is still green (not ripe).
taww al-faras 'asif,
The mare is still not broken in.

tawwihin banat.
They (f.) are still virgins.
tawwuhyþabi.
He is still crawling.
The particle taww mry be the first term in a construct, the second term of which refers to
a time-slot which is a well-defined segment and a recognized part of the day or night. This
construct means that the time slot designated by the second term is yet to come.

taww aç-¡ihh.
Dawn is yet to appear.
laww al-'a;ir.
The latc aftemoon prayer is yet to come.
taww al-!,ada.

Dinner is yet to be served.

Ambiguity arises when taww is the first term in an isolated construct the second term of
which is a noun referring to an extended period, a long and well-defined span of time,
such as days, nights, seasons, etc.

.

taww ai-ita.
a. Vy'inter is yet to come,

or

b. Much of the winter still remains.
taww an-nahãr.
a. Daylight is yet to appear, or
b. Much of the day still remains.
Ambiguities such as the above can be eliminated by intonation or contexualization
follows:

as
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Winter has not come yet.
b. taww ai-ita, rayyi(.
Much of the winter is still ahead, a long part of it remains to come.
Ambiguity also arises when the second term of a tal"w construct refers to some enduring
event.
tøwwah hãmiL
a. She hasjust got Pregnant.
b. She is still pregnant.

lawwuh nëm.
a. He just went to sleep.

b, He is still sleeping.
Only intonation or contextualization would disambiguate examples of this sort. When the
tqww statement is in the afñrmative and the event or action is expressed by a parriciple or
by a verb in the perfect, the adverbial refers unequivocally to the immediate past. But
when the verb is in the imperfect, ambiguity may arise, especially with activities or events
which are perceived to stretch over a duration of time.
taww ar-rjal yla' aíSõn.
a. The men have

just eaten supp€r.

still eating supper.
taww al-' irrîsih taxa$ab.
b. The men are

just dyed her hands with xy'riå,
bride
is
still
dying her hands with xQab.
The
b,
a. The bride has

taww al-farøs ti'saf.
a. The horse hasjust been broken in.
b. The horse is still being broken in.
tøwwi hi n y talabb i sa n

a I - þarim.

a. The women have

just dressed up.

b. The women are still dressing up.

towwuh yisti'idd.
a. Hejust got readY.
b. He is still getting ready.
twwi na ngalli¡ al- lada.
a. Vy'ejust set dinner before the guests.
rüy'e

are still setting dinner before the guests.
If the ambiguity is not clariñed by the context, the intonation may help to indicate whether
the speaker intends to say that the event hasjust finished or whether it is still in progress.
In the following examples taww is used to signal a turn of events towards a better or

b.

anticipated state:
lav,$, ma

jal 'ala l-këf.

Now things have turned out as one wished.

laww in Najdi Arabic

taww

al-li'b

ma zõn.

Now playing (music, dancing, singing, etc.) has become good, enjoyable.
tawwuh yibln as-si!!.

Now truth has appeared.
taww ma Sãfat lazîr az-zên 'ëni.
Only now have my eyes beheld real beauty.
taww ma tibãrak al-mahall yom tabbëtüh.
Only now has our abode been blessed as you have set foot in it.
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